Minutes - Working Group 2 (WG2)
COST Action CA16101 “MULTI-modal Imaging of FOREnsic SciEnce
Evidence - tools for Forensic Science”
Catania, Italy
17/09/2019 (16:00-18:00)

Participants: 23 people (List at the end of the document)
The meeting started with a few remarks from Simona Francese regarding the main points we need
to take in consideration in the light of the deliveries of the cost action (see at the end of the
document):
A) cooperation with end-user
During the conference Dr. Giovanni Tessitore (Italian Police) and Dr. Aldo Mattei (Carabiniri –
Italy) has very interesting presentations.
Dr. Tessitore mentioned ENFSI guidelines for facial comparison http://enfsi.eu/wpcontent/uploads/2017/06/ENFSI-BPM-DI-01.pdf :
How does our work align with them?
Both Dr Tessitore and Dr. Mattei mentioned software application they started to use in their work:
AFIS system (fingerprint matching automated system), AFRS (automated facila recognition Sytem)
Can we help to validate them?
This would go in the direction of giving feedback to end users to improve the conversion of
experimental techniques software into implementation (GPIII goal)
B) engagement of the INDUSTRY
We need to start a dialog with Industry. This is very important point.
Is it possible to succeed in engaging biometric industries working on facial recognition and
collaboration with the GPIII goals and / or as part of the RRS?
C) multimodality approach is important
We need to explore the way to approach the problem with a multimodality approach. e.g. we should
explore the way to combine the information of fingerprints and facial recognition
try to contact prof. Nappi ( http://www.rafbis.com/bip2015old/index.php/prof-michele-nappi), who
works on integration of multi-biometric data. Could we invite him? Could we collaborate with him?

1. Welcome and short presentation of the participants
Alessandro Trivilini started with a short intro, clarifying that we have 1 publication and other 4 (?)
publications in progress thanks to Italy and Greece and the RRS. This is very good, but we need
also to focus on the points mentioned by Simona.
Followed a short presentation of the participants with particular focus on competences, and
possibility to engage Industry.
Unfortunately, no one has possibility to engage Industry in the short future. Only, Chiara Villa
mentioned that she may contact Videometer, one of the company that was present at the Workshop
in Vienna.
Then, the participants divided in two groups based on the relative competences: one on face
recognition and the other of Fingerprints.
See list of participant at the end.
Claudio Vairo will be the referee for the group on Facial recognition (FACE).
It has been decided to send to the End user of each country a questionnaire (Idea of Matus Pleva) to
start a dialogue. A flowchart (Deliverable 2) will be also developed in the near future
Nesli ERDOGMUS will be the referee for the group on Fingerprints (FINGERPRINTS)
It has been decided the Nesli will provide synthetic fingerprints to the students of Sebastian Battiato
who will analyse them with their developed algorithm. Fausto Galvin (who as a double position as
Academia and End user) together with his colleagues at the Procura della Repubblica di Udine will
then analyse the fingerprints and see if they can recognized if they are “real” using their manual
procedure
NEXT TASKS/DEALINES

Mid of October
Group Face: the first draft of the questionnaire needs to be sent to Alessandro

Mid of November:
Group Face: the first draft of the flowchart needs to be sent to Alessandro.
Group Fingerprints: a framework with time, data, and algorithm needs to be sent to Alessandro
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